Belgian-Dutch Club Kart Championships GK4 Kart Series (GK4) – BEKC and Dutch
Championship Tillotson T4 (Tillotson T4 Series Netherlands)
The GK4 is the official Belgian-Dutch Club Kart Championship and is held under the auspices of the
Dutch ASN KNAF. Tension, sportsmanship and above all fun are our top priorities. The GK4 focuses
not only on the established order, the "professionals", but also and especially on the novice drivers
who can gain the necessary experience and contacts in these races. The championship consists of six
races, which will be held in Belgium Genk (2x), Mariembourg (2x), Spa-Francorchamps(1x) and the
Netherlands Venray (1x).
The popular GK4 starter class Formula Honda 9HP (for Junior as well Senior) exists of nine one-day
events: six endurance 1-hrs races during the GK4 weekends and three sprint races during the
weekends IAME SERIES NETHERLANDS.
The Formula Honda 9 PK is a one-day event. Permitted engine; Honda 200cc 9HP according to GK4
specifications.
The classes:
1. Honda Cadet 160 cc (UT2)
a. Sub classification Honda Cadet Rookie
2. Mini-Parilla
3. Mini-Parilla National (starter class)
4. IAME X30 Junior
5. IAME X30 Junior National (starter class)
6. IAME X30 Senior
7. Senior National (starter class)
a. Classification IAME X30 Senior
b. Classification Rotax Max Senior
8. Dutch Wankel Series (not in 2021)
9. Open Shifter
a. Sub classification KZ2
b. Sub classification KZ2+ (Master)
c. Sub classification IAME X30 Super Shifter
d. Sub classification IAME X30 Super Shifter Master
e.
10. Formula Honda 9PK (starter class)
a. Sub classification Junior
b. Sub classification Senior
c. Sub classification Ladies
BEKC ENDURANCE KARTING 4TEAMS
The BEKC Endurance Karting 4Teams is the official Dutch-Belgian Club Championship Endurance
Karting under the auspices of the Dutch ASN KNAF.
Five one-day endurance events, 2-hrs races, will be organized in 2021 for teams of 1-4 drivers on the
best tracks in Belgium Mariembourg (2x), Spa-Francorchamps and Genk (2x) and the Netherlands
Eindhoven.
Permitted engines: Rotax Max, IAME X30; Junior and Senior and Wankel Junior.
TILLOTSON T4 SERIES
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TILLOTSON T4 SERIES NETHERLANDS & TILLOTSON FREE. Two official Dutch Championships under the
auspices of the KNAF.
The calendar consists of six events, which are held on the better outdoor tracks in the Netherlands
(Eindhoven (2 racedays in one event), Eefde and Lelystad) and Belgium; Mariembourg (2x).
The concept is already a great success in various country competitions. TILLOTSON has built a strong,
fast and maintenance-friendly 225cc 4-Stroke engine that sweeps the floor with the competition.
The class is booming due to its low cost and maximum performance. "Everyone can race" is the right
motto. We provide an appropriate solution with two options;
1. TILLOTSON T4 SERIES NETHERLANDS, in which the TILLOTSON T4 MONOKART is driven;
2. TILLOTSON FREE, which is driven with its own chassis equipped with the TILLOTSON T4 engine.
What do our championships stand for?
In general, you can see - and you can still see - that the costs of karting were so high that a large
group of novice drivers quickly dropped out disappointed, while that is not necessary. Partly as a
result of this, the sport got an elite character and that could not be the intention in our view. We
have brought the sport back to basics and made it accessible to many people.
Why this initiative?
In our view, karting still threatens to undergo tuning - with the associated high costs. That is why we
have opted from the beginning to prevent free tuning and work with sealed engines. An initiative
that is supported by a large group of importers, dealers, teams and especially the participants.
The GK4 is rock solid, that is an observation we can make. It seems only so recently, that first great
race day eleven years ago at Francorchamps where we started with 28! participants. Participants
who, like us, advocated a different, more personal way of organizing. In the following seasons, the
participants gave color to karting, they showed that times of fun, fun and supporting each other are
not a thing of the past, but are reality. We will continue to do that in 2021. Ensure that you have a
good and enjoyable time in karting.
As a result, the GK4 has become the biggest competition in the Netherlands with races with 160200+ participants per event.
Everyone is more than welcome in our competition!
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